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Abstract
Life history accounts and taxonomic monographs are a series of publications covering a
higher taxonomic group where each account is a compilation of existing knowledge
detailing many aspects of a species life history. These life history accounts are extensively
used by researchers, ornithologists and conservationists as a main source for the current
state of knowledge of a species. Birds, being one of the more easily seen and studied taxa,
have a number of specialized life history accounts where data from a wide variety of
disciplines are combined into a single easily accessible resource.
The Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO) currently manages two of these series focused on
different regions of the world, Birds of North America (BNA) and Neotropical Birds (NB).
Lynx Edicions has published the Handbook of Birds of the World (HBW), an extensive set
of avian monographs covering every species of bird in the world. A recently announced
collaboration between CLO and Lynx Edicions provides us with the opportunity to bring
together the extreme detail of the life history accounts from Birds of North America with the
global coverage of HBW to produce a global, in-depth treatment of every species of bird in
the world.
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The integration of life history information from these existing projects with different
underlying taxonomies presents a variety of real-world examples of the challenges to be
overcome to bring these life history accounts into alignment and provide the scientific and
lay communities with taxonomically accurate and up to date information.
The Handbook of Birds of the World currently follows the HBW and BirdLife Taxonomic
Checklist v3 (with 11,126 species recognized) while Birds of North America and
Neotropical Birds both follow the eBird/Clements checklist of birds of the world: v2018 (with
10,585 species recognized). Of the roughly 11,000 species of birds, nearly 9,500 are direct
matches between HBW/BirdLife and Clements at the species or species to subspecies
levels. The remaining concept mismatches fall into several basic categories including lump
and split differences as well as differences in which subspecies are included or excluded.
In this talk we will discuss the challenges we have faced with managing and merging life
history accounts where the underlying taxonomies are fundamentally different. With a
requirement to ensure that life history accounts remain accurate when the underlying
concepts of the original sources differ, we employ a variety of processes, some very labor
intensive and some requiring in-depth taxonomic knowledge to produce consolidated
species accounts. Existing resources are integral to these type of integrations and in
addition to the taxonomies themselves, cross-taxonomy mapping databases such as
Avibase are key. Working through this process of consolidating life history accounts
highlights the basic need for taxonomic management and publication toolsets built on
underlying taxonomic and life history standards. Cross institutional collaboration to produce
these toolsets will be key to their development and successful adoption across the
biodiversity and taxonomic communities. I will also discuss and propose a set of taxonomic
management tools based on taxonomic concepts, some which already exist and are used
by bird taxonomists to annually update the Clements Checklist and some which need to be
implemented before we can accurately manage and consolidate biodiversity information
and the evolving taxonomies on which those data are based.
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